We are now Refinitiv, formerly the Financial and Risk business of Thomson Reuters. We’ve set a bold course for the future – both ours and yours – and are introducing our new brand to the world.

As our brand migration will be gradual, you will see traces of our past through documentation, videos, and digital platforms.

Thank you for joining us on our brand journey.
Anytime, Anywhere ...
Stay connected to critical information

Every decision counts and every minute matters. Enhance your client engagement by quickly accessing relevant and actionable information directly from your mobile device.

TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH MOBILE CAPABILITIES AND POWERFUL THOMSON REUTERS CONTENT

Thomson ONE® Anywhere extends your Thomson ONE Wealth desktop to your mobile device. Access real time quotes and premium news while away from your desk. With Thomson ONE Anywhere you can:

- **Gain actionable information on the fly**, quickly scrutinize and gain insight into market activity by viewing the ‘Heat Map,’ ‘Most Active’ and ‘Gainers/Losers’ lists.
- **Remain productive at all times**, with Thomson ONE Anywhere you can stay on top of the market and receive alerts to changes while out of the office.
- **Easily drill into a security**, see specific news, charts and options information

Access the information you need on a dynamic mobile site

- Detailed market data, news and charts on a wide variety of instrument types
- A heat map providing insight into the US, European, Asian and commodities markets
- An overview of the most active symbols, top gainers, and top losers across your choice of NYSE, NASDAQ, TSX, or a composite of US exchanges
- Reuters Top News stories

Go directly to [app.thomsonone.com](http://app.thomsonone.com) from your Safari® or Chrome browser and sign in with your Thomson ONE login credentials.
DETAILED INFORMATION ON A COMPANY, MUTUAL FUND OR FIXED INCOME SECURITIES

- Real time streaming quotes available
- Access the latest news stories
- Scrutinize detailed information on peers including StockReports+
- View interactive charts detailing corporate actions, significant developments and technical indicators
- Access options chain information
- Gather fixed income information; such as coupon, maturity and ratings
- Review existing streaming watchlists, linked to companion Thomson ONE
- Create alerts on securities as the market changes

VIEW DETAILED INFORMATION ON A MUTUAL FUND

- Allocation breakdown
- Lipper leaders
- Top 10 holdings
- Investment and Fee information

Thomson ONE Anywhere provides the right type of security information through dedicated layouts to Fixed Income, Indices and Mutual Funds.

Visit thomsonreuters.com

For more information, contact your representative or visit us online.

Send us a sales enquiry at: financial.thomsonreuters.com/sales
Read more about our products at: financial.thomsonreuters.com
Find out how to contact your local office: financial.thomsonreuters.com/locations
Access customer service at: financial.thomsonreuters.com/customers
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